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This week's Newsletter is all about the 1983 Brink's-Mat Gold Bullion Heist as a
crime scene Vedic Astrology case study.  This robbery is the topic of the latest
episode of the Vedic Astrology Podcast - and it's just about to become the
fastest downloaded episode on the whole podcast!!?!

1. Brink's-Mat
Early one unremarkable, November, Saturday morning, six armed robbers pulled
off the most shocking, stunning and profitable gold bullion heist in UK history. 
And, as the robbery went down in a little over 60 minutes, it provides the
perfect case study for Vedic Astrology.  We can create a chart for the exact
time and analyse, moment-by-moment, player-by-player exactly what took
place. Join me with special guest, Inkeri-Venus Rising on a journey through this
mind-blowing moment in time ...
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basic facts of the case
and the crime scene ...

raise the international
trading price?!?

4. What can you see
in a Crime Scene
Case Study?
Here's a quick recap of all
the insights from the 1st
House of this Case Study,
including Saturn, Mars,
Scorpio, 1st & 6th lords in
the 12th house and
more ...

5. AstroliJam4,
tickets available
This AstroliJam we are
experimenting with
rectifying a chart!!! Join
us and share your
favourite approaches to
this tricky aspect of
Astrology!
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Unsubscribe

Here are links to subscribe to my Mailing list, YouTube channel, Instagram and
Facebook page.  Please feel free to forward them and this newsletter to
anyone you think might be interested.  

Please reach out if  Vedic Astrology can provide you with the context to
experience inner peace during these challenging times.
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